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Opening

● Memories can be interpreted as a type of network, 
where one event can lead tie in with another.
○ Preparing for a party
○ Exchanges of dialogue
○ Social media posts

 
What other kinds of memories can be interpreted as a 
network?



Event Perception

● Two Main Questions:
○ How do humans perceive social events?
○ How do networks try to replicated it?

● Social networks have events be distinct, and tie weights to 
them based on relevance.
○ Updated once every relevant event.

● Humans also vary the initial relevance of an event, and their 
perception of events change continuously.
○ Decisions on relevance are done through criteria they perceive 

to be relevant. 



A Flawed Network

● There have been no models that have this dynamic style of 
retaining events.  

● Cognition-Driven Social Network (CogSNet) model created 
to capture this.
○ Also includes other dynamics such as the gradual decay of memories.

● CogSNet model can, with suitable data, include individual 
sensitivity, emotional responses, or distractions during these 
events.



Creation of the Model

● Should be able to compute relevancy of social interaction 

● While complex, memory has been simulated in previous 
models
○ ACT-R model replicates well-established primacy and recency 

effects for list memory.
● Limited Memory Capacity and Decay

○ Most events not stored in long-term memory due to space
○ As time passes, event details become harder to remember, getting 

forgotten
○ Actually similar to social media networks

■ Inspiration can be taken from



CogSNet model
● Graph G = (V, E)
● V = {v1, …, vn} : n nodes 
● E = {e1, …, em} : m edges
● wij(t) = (vi, vj, wij(t)) : weight between 2 

nodes 
● tij = time preceding event
● Reinforcement Peak 0 < μ ≤ 1

○ Impact of relevant event on weight, 
constant

● f(t) : forgetting function
○ f(0) = 1, nonincreasing 
○ Forgetting intensity λ
○ Forgetting threshold 

0 < θ < μ



Testing the Model
● Phone Call and Text Data 
● Self-reports collected from human participants

● Interaction sequences implementation
○ Each event is time stamped
○ Weights are added to edges connecting nodes involved in the event. 
○ Edge is active only at a given time t.

● Compared with a static binary network
○ All edges are time-independent
○ Makes all edges permanently active, which ignores time effects
○ Dynamic processes cannot be studied



Further Testing
● Incremental network solution

○ Accumulates events only up to the 
current time t of analysis

○ Used in early research papers
○ Dynamic network is a set amount of 

static time series graphs
○ Does not preserve interactions between 

graphs 
 

● Baseline Models
○ Basic frequency-based reinforcement 
○ Limit to only a set amount of the most 

recent events

● Forgetting Function
○ Can be any type,
○ But here, is just exponential 

and power  
 
 

● Trace Lifetime
○ Time it takes for a memory to 

be forgotten



Results

I: Sequence of interactions 
between 4 variables A, B, C, D
II: How different networks 
receive it



CogSNet Dynamic Social Network

Example of CogSNet network being 
generated from a subset of NetSense 
data.



Comparison
● Jaccard Metric

○ Compares interactions 
produced by the model 
that are also in the survey

○ Divides it by the amount 
of unique models in both 
sets

● Frequency-Based Model (FQ)
○ Ranked by most interactions

● Recency-Based Model (RD)
○ Ranked by most common 

interactions in a set recent 
interactions

● Random Sampling (RND)
○ Chooses a node, then 

randomly selects some of it’s 
interactions 



Comparisons Exponential
CogSNet 

Expected 
Results: 1 week 
decline, 2 
weeks forget 

Comparison



Exponent Jaccard 

● CogSNet finishing 
earlier than the rest 
of the models results 
in it being the most 
significant

● RC Model is a 
distant second



Comparisons Power
CogSNet 

Expected 
Results: 1 week 
decline, 2 
weeks forget 

Comparison



Power Jaccard
● Performs significantly 

better than exponential.
 

● Standings between 
CogSNet and RC remain 
the same
○ RC’s miniature success 

could be attributed to it’s 
somewhat dynamic 
nature



Conclusion

● The CogSNet model performed significantly better 
than all other models.
○ However, due to the data being a relatively small amount of 

people interacting, some omitted variables could be involved. 
○ This could be resolved by changing the parameters to a more 

individual basis
● Some interpretations on memory

○ Relationships
○ Alterations could be used for diseases


